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01. INTRODUCTION
Through the Department for
Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities’ Neighbourhood
Planning Programme led
by Locality, AECOM was
commissioned to provide
design support to the
Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group. The support
is intended to provide design
guidance and codes based on
the character and local qualities
of the area.

01.1 Purpose of this
document

This document is an annex to the
Neighbourhood Plan. Its purpose is to add
depth and illustration to the Plan’s policies on
design and growth, offering guidance on the
community’s expectations.

01.2 Vision

The vision for this document ties in closely
with that of the Neighbourhood Plan and is
expressed as follows:
By 2030, Ravensden parish will be:
•

Ravensden is about to undergo a period of
change to meet the needs of the community
and fulfil climate change objectives. It is
important to existing and future residents that •
the quality of development is high.
The National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF; 2021, paragraph 127) states that
“Neighbourhood planning groups can play
an important role in identifying the special
qualities of each area and explaining how this
should be reflected in development, both
through their own plans and by engaging in
the production of design policy, guidance
and codes by local planning authorities and
developers.” This document supports the
Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan.
5

•

A sustainable, safe and well-integrated
place in which to live, work and spend
leisure time, and which is resilient to
climate change.

A rural/semi-rural area containing
compact settlements which meet local
needs; whose character and integrity
are safeguarded through high quality
design; and which are set in attractive
and accessible countryside which also
provides a buffer to large scale expansion
of Bedford.
Part of a thriving, cared-for natural and
historic environment.
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01.3 Outcomes

This document is designed to meet the
aims of the vision set out in section 01.2.
As design support to the Neighbourhood
Plan, the document is intended to shed light
on Ravensden’s key characteristics, from
the design of the built environment to its
relationship with its natural surroundings.

01.4 Process

This document has been produced with the
support of the Ravensden Neighbourhood
Plan steering group. The following steps
have been taken to produce the final report
and these include the following:

The Design Code will reinforce the character
of the different localities establishing clear
requirements for any new development in the
area. The codes within this report will apply to
all localities though where localities are listed
within each code, particular consideration of
that code by future developers will be needed
in those areas.

1

Initial meeting with the group and site visit;

2

Urban design and local character analysis;

3

Following this Design Code, Residents will
be able to refer to this document to see
how a proposed development conforms to
the character of the parish. The character
is analysed in detail in this report and the
design guidance is tailored to ensure the
preservation of this character.

6

Preparation of the design principles, guidelines
and codes to be used to inform the design of the
Parish and future developments;

4

Draft report with design guidelines; and

5

Submission of a final report.
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01.5 Area of study

Ravensden has a rich and unique character
formed around multiple settlements known
locally as ‘Ends’. Like many traditionally
agricultural villages, settlements formed
in a dispersed pattern during the medieval
period. There is no reference to Ravensden
in the Domesday Survey but the parish was
later held by the barony of Bedford. The
parish later became an estate of Newnham
Priory, which after the dissolution, was
thereafter named Ravensden Manor.

During this time it is likely that various small
settlements formed so that farmworkers
could live on the private estate. The Church
of All Saints dates to the 12th century,
suggesting that the agricultural wealth
and population of the area had grown
significantly in the years after the Norman
Conquest. The nave and chancel were later
widened in the 13th and 14th centuries,
demonstrating a prospering agricultural
community.

Today, Ravensden has evolved into an
established set of different settlements
or ends which share some common
characteristics, but also diverge quite
widely in terms of their character. All of them
share a similar sense of rural tranquility and
isolation within the countryside, though
Cleat Hill in the south, experiences a closer
connection to Bedford’s urban fabric.

Ravensden’s particular rural character can
partly be explained by its undulating hilly
landscape, which differs quite starkly from
the flatlands of the Great Ouse plain to
the east and south. It is likely that this area
remained wooded later and that settlements
formed around isolated closes. Ravensden
falls within the Renhold Clay Farmland
character area in the Landscape Character
Assessment for the borough. This area is
described as having an intact rural character,
with broad views into the wider landscape,
and a small scale of settlement and intimate
rural lane network.
7

Changes to the area comprise the loss of
hedgerows and smaller scale landscape
features and smallholding field patterns to
mid-20th century agricultural modernisation
and mechanisation. Woodlands are more
likely to have been left relatively undisturbed,
whereas they would have previously been
more regularly managed as coppice or for
timber in the past.

The ‘Ends’ have gradually expanded, in some
cases, more significantly, attenuating to a
more linear form. Otherwise, Ravensden
and its environs have retained a remarkable
sense of traditional rural separation from the
urban, and maintained its historic ends with
their own respective characters. Cleat Hill is
the only exception and acts as a suburban
transition from the urban area of Bedford.
Ravensden has avoided too much intrusion
from modern infrastructure such as arterial
roads, electricity pylons or large agricultural
barns, though the new East West rail link is
likely to greatly affect the parish.
AECOM
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Figure 01: Map showing the area of study within its surroundings.
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Policy review

02
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2021

National Planning Policy Framework - DLUHC

Development needs to consider national level planning policy guidance as
set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the National
Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG). In particular, NPPF Chapter 12: Achieving
well-designed places stresses the creation of high-quality buildings and
places as being fundamental to what the planning and development process
should achieve. It sets out a number of principles that planning policies
and decisions should consider ensuring that new developments are welldesigned and focus on quality.

This section of the report looks
at the policy that influences
Ravensden from national to
local policy. These documents
have informed the design codes
set out in section 4 and should
be considered by developers
when designing developments
within Ravensden.

Nation-wide policy & design guidance:

02. POLICY REVIEW

2021

National Model Design Code - DLUHC

This report provides detailed guidance on the production of design codes,
guides and policies to promote successful design. It expands on 10
characteristics of good design set out in the National Design Guide. This
guide should be used as reference for new development.

2020

Building for a Healthy Life- Homes England

Building for a Healthy Life (BHL) is the new (2020) name for Building for Life,
the government-endorsed industry standard for well-designed homes
and neighbourhoods. The new name reflects the crucial role that the
built environment has in promoting wellbeing. The BHL toolkit sets out
principles to help guide discussions on planning applications and to help
local planning authorities to assess the quality of proposed (and completed)
developments, but can also provide useful prompts and questions for
planning applicants to consider during the different stages of the design
process.

2007

Manual for Streets - Department for Transport

Development is expected to respond positively to the Manual for Streets,
the Government’s guidance on how to design, construct, adopt and
maintain new and existing residential streets. It promotes streets and wider
development that avoid car dominated layouts but that do place the needs
of pedestrians and cyclists first.

10
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Bedford Borough Local Plan - Bedford Borough Council

Borough-wide guidance:

Policy review continued

2020
The Bedford Borough Local Plan is the strategic plan for Bedford Borough
and sets outs policy and guidance which tackles key issues facing the
borough up until 2030. Some of these include planning for future housing
needs, organising resources, enacting climate change mitigation and
preserving the natural and historic environment. Policies within this Local
Plan directly affect future development in Ravensden and developers should
consider this document before proposing new development. A summary of
particularly relevant requirements set out in this Local Plan can be found in
the Appendix on page 98.

11
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Context
analysis
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03. CONTEXT ANALYSIS
This section outlines the
existing context of Ravensden
and its physical features. This
analysis has informed the
design codes developed in
chapter 4.

03.1 Introduction

Ravensden has a mostly linear form based
along key roads that weave through the
countryside. The historic centre is located
at Church End with smaller settlements
scattered throughout the parish. Two other
settlements with significant portions of the
population lie within 1km of Church End.
These settlements include development
around the crossroads along Bedford
Road to the west and a centre along Cleat
Hill to the south-west. Other parts of the
parish contain clusters of development,
though these are smaller in scale and
population.

identifiable characteristics and are made
up of these clusters of development
and surrounding countryside. They form
the basis of our analysis of the built and
natural environment in Ravensden and are
outlined in section 3.5.

Between these settlements lies mainly
arable land and a few wooded areas
which connect to the network of fields
and hedgerows in the surrounding area.
This forms a rural backdrop within which
Ravensden lies.
Following our analysis and input from
the Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group, localities have been defined with
13
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03.2 Landscape and green
infrastructure

The area around Ravensden is
characterised by a rolling topography in the
form of hilly terrain, with ancient woodland
and small settlements interspersed
throughout. Ravensden itself has a
distinctive topography with elevated land
to the South at Graze Hill and Mowsbury
Hill separated from high ground to the
north at Sunderland Hill by the Ravensden
Brook, lying in a relatively steep valley.
The countryside around the collection of
settlements and villages in Ravensden
consists of connected arable land and
rough grazing pastures which are organised
by a network of hedgerows and the
occasional woodland.
Notable green infrastructure includes
Mowsbury Hill to the south which is both
a habitat of principal importance and local
nature reserve. It is home to the site of
Mowsbury Hillfort, an ancient monument.
It borders Mowsbury golf course and

Mowsbury Park, though the latter lies
outside the Parish boundary. To the north
of the main settlements lie Great Wood
and Little Wood along with a Site of Special
Scientific Interest towards the northern
tip of the parish at Tilwick. These are
accessible on foot through a set of public
footpaths and bridleways which form a
network through the parish.

Though small, the open space around
All Saints Church in Church End offers
intimate views of the church’s architecture
and surroundings and is one of the
few examples of green spaces within
Ravensden’s built-up areas. Other examples
include Ravensden School Playing Fields in
Church End which provides an accessible
open space for recreational activities
(though restricted during term time) and
Charity Field, also in Church End, which has
potential to become an accessible green
space for community recreation, which is
currently used for horse grazing.
Figure 02: Surrounding fields near Cleat Hill.
14
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Figure 03: Map showing green infrastructure in Ravensden.
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03.3 Key views

Several key views have been identified
by residents through the Ravensden
Green Infrastructure Survey organised
by the Bedfordshire Rural Communities
Charity. These are outlined in figure 3 on
the previous page and mainly include long
distance views which arise from the area’s
hilly topography.

It is important to preserve and enhance,
where possible, these viewpoints and vistas
to continue to provide pleasant views along
the main entrance points and clear views
to heritage assets that act as landmarks
in the area. These include the All Saints
Church in Church End and the Ravensden
Water Tower on Sunderland Hill which was
constructed in 1951 and to this day can be
seen as far away as the Sand Hills in Sandy,
the Greenland Ridge and even the M1.

Figure 04: Examples of key views in Ravensden.

F.4
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03.4 Heritage

The historic centre of Ravensden is
based around the Church of All Saints
constructed in the 12th Century with the
oldest buildings in the parish dating from
the late 16th Century onwards. Next to the
church lies the Horse and Jockey public
house and across the road is the location
of the old church school, now a private
dwelling, which opened in 1867. The school
moved to the end of Vicarage Close in the
1960s. Most buildings in the parish have
been constructed or restored in the 20th
Century though the historic buildings in
the area remain prominent features often
gracing corners of the streets and acting as
significant landmarks.
Figure 6 shows the location of a number
of listed buildings within Ravensden. There
are clusters of listed buildings in Church
End and the Crossroads with a few others
scattered throughout the parish.

F.5

Figure 05: Examples of listed buildings in Ravensden.
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Figure 06: Map showing the heritage assets in Ravensden.
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This section categorises
different parts of the parish
into distinct localities.

03.5 Localities

The steering group has identified eight
areas within the parish of Ravensden with
clear identities. The following pages provide
a summary of the characteristics of these
areas to better understand the similarities
and differences between different parts of
the parish. Design codes in the following
chapter will then address issues and
opportunities outlined here.

19

1

Locality 1: Cleat Hill / Mowsbury

2

Locality 2: Ravensden Park

3

Locality 3: Graze Hill / Wood End

4

Locality 4: Sunderland Hill

5

Locality 5: Crossroads

6

Locality 6: Oldways Road / Struttle End

7

Locality 7: Church Hill

8

Locality 8: Church End

AECOM
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Figure 07: Map showing location of localities within Ravensden.
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1

Locality 1:
Cleat Hill / Mowsbury
6

2

2

3

Locality 2:
Ravensden Park

Locality 3:
Graze Hill / Wood End

4

Locality 4:
Sunderland Hill

3
3
4

2

3

4

1
1

Residential Area:

- Lower density area with

less of a mix of uses.

- Large individual residences

and two recent housing
developments, Glenrose
and Wagstaffe, with 50+
homes.

2

Residential Area and
Greenspace:

Rural Settlement:

- A collection of rural

- Approved build of

buildings consisting
of isolated farms and
businesses.

163 mixed housing,
commenced in 2021.

- Consists mainly of lower

- Formed along a secluded

density family houses with
some bungalows, with a
more dense central area.

country lane which links
two busy routes; the B660
and Thurleigh Road.

21

5

Rural Settlement:

- A collection of rural

buildings mostly
comprising rural farms
and businesses. This
includes the Grade II listed
Ravensden Grange and a
green waste site.

- Dispersed 19th Century

residences along the B660.
AECOM
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5

6

Locality 5:
Crossroads
4

7

Locality 6:
Oldways Road / Struttle
End
5

Locality 8:
Church End

8
7

5
6

8

Locality 7:
Church Hill

7

6

8

6

7
6

Village:

- Village at the geographical

centre of the parish with
two storey buildings in an
informal layout.

- A mix of land uses that

provides significant
amenities.

Rural Settlement:

Rural Settlement:

- A collection of rural

- A collection of rural

buildings and settlement
types that includes
residential homes and rural
businesses.

buildings that consists of
residential homes and the
village hall.

- Character is formed by a

number of historic, listed
properties including a
former public house.

22

Village:

- The historic centre of the

village with a mix of land
uses, largely residential
homes.

- The village contains two

storey buildings in a linear
format with a cul-de-sac on
the east side.

AECOM
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1

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

Locality 1:
Cleat Hill / Mowsbury

6
2

- Borders Bedford and Mowsbury
Park

- Home to Mowsbury Hill Heritage
site and some listed properties

- Home to Mowsbury Golf / Squash
Facility
1

Residential Area:

- Outstanding rural views north and
over Bedford to the south
- Importance of green frontages.
Hedges and trees provide
character and enclosure.

- Lower density area with less of a mix of

uses.

- Large individual residences and two

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:
- Sensitive transition between
Bedford and the surrounding
countryside required

- Signage needs updating and a clear
identity established
- Few Instances of surface water
flooding
- Fast moving traffic

- Pedestrian safety issues

- Retention of green frontages. The
scale of front gardens and how
far buildings are set back from the
road need to be in keeping with the
existing character.

modern housing developments with
50+ homes.

23
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2

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

Locality 2:
Ravensden Park

- Rural edge to three boundaries,
including historic Graze Hill Lane.

3

- Western boundary adjacent
to the brook provides visual
and physical separation from
Woodlands and the edge of
Bedford.

2

1

Residential Area and Greenspace:

- Approved build of 163 mixed housing,

commenced in 2021.

- Consists mainly of lower density family

houses with some bungalows, with a
more dense central area.

- New Country Park to be established

on rising ground, creating a transition
to the countryside.

- Site includes extension of
neighbouring Brickhill Country
Park.
- Provision of c11.5 ha of green
infrastructure, to include
sustainable drainage features.
- Construction of new highway
infrastructure, including a
roundabout on the B660.

- Traffic calming and enhanced
connectivity within the parish.

24

Issues to be addressed in Design Codes:
- Creation of a distinctive identity for the
new Ravensden settlement.
- Sensitivity to rural setting required.

- New roadways, lighting and roundabout
need to be considered in context of the
over-riding rural character.
- Comprehensive design of drainage
features to enhance the sense of place
and ecology of the brook corridor.
- Landscape design, including surfacing,
to reflect local landscape character.
- Design of Country Park as a local
destination. Natural parkland character
to be created through grouped tree
planting, meadowland and active,
ecologically led management.

- Road safety issues, including pedestrian
and cycle connectivity, and measures to
reduce traffic conflict on Graze Hill Lane.
AECOM
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3

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

Locality 3:
Graze Hill / Wood End

3

- Characterful property renovations
and extensions along with several
listed properties

4

- Protected roadsides and ancient
hedgerows
- Idyllic rural vistas

- Arable farming with welldesignated public rights of way

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:

- Isolated residences and rural
businesses are not easily integrated
within the parish
- At the same time, isolation forms a
key characteristic of the localities
and they should be protected from
coalescence
- Road safety a concern
- Parking

2

Rural Settlement:

- A collection of rural buildings

consisting of isolated residential
homes and businesses.

- Formed along a secluded country lane

which links two busy routes; the B660
and Thurleigh Road.

25
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4

Locality 4:
Sunderland Hill

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:
- Important mixed farming area
across rolling hillsides
- Significant farms and rural
businesses

3
4

5

Rural Settlement:

- Integral woodland and wildlife
refuges which are mainly
accessible by public rights of way

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:
- Fast moving traffic

- Improved connections with the rest
of the parish to utilise the area’s
natural beauty
- Pedestrian safety

- Home to Ravensden Grange, a
heritage property

- Valued rural vistas across the
southern valley which includes
Ravensden Brook

- A collection of rural buildings

mostly consisting of rural farms and
businesses.

- Dispersed 19th Century residences

along the B660.

26
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5

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

Locality 5:
Crossroads

- Varied commercial enterprises in
farm outbuildings

4

- Surrounded by pasture land with
signs of old brickwork excavations
- Two listed buildings with
characterful thatch

5
6

Village:

- Village at the geographical centre of

the parish with two and three storey
buildings in an informal layout.

- Significant retirement community
with 50+ single-storey residential
park homes

- New developments include 8 linked
residences
- Possible site for 10-15 dwellings to
be allocated in the Neighbourhood
Plan

- A mix of land uses that provide local

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:
- Parking

- Crossroads is a critical junction in
the area for traffic flow

- Congestion is an issue with queues
experienced at peak hours
- Safety issues regarding the
quantity of traffic flowing through
the area
- Air and noise pollution concerns

- Currently no local, open space for
residents

- Instances of surface water flooding
- Sensitive design of new
development

amenities.

27
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6

Locality 6:
Oldways Road / Struttle End

5

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

- Includes a former chapel and
former local police house which are
now residential properties
- Includes a listed thatched cottage

7
6

- Home to several businesses
including the Equestrian Centre, a
cattery, building contractors office
and yard.
- North side is open providing views
of Church End across arable
farmland

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:

- Need to retain dispersed character
as spaces between clusters of
properties are an important feature
- Busy road at peak hours

- No pedestrian/cycle lanes making
the area heavily reliant on private
vehicles
- Fast moving traffic
- Parking

Rural Settlement:

- A collection of rural buildings and

settlement types that includes
residential homes and rural
businesses.

28
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7

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

Locality 7:
Church Hill

- Listed ancient cottages set behind
deep front gardens, including a
repurposed historic public-house

8

7
6

- Established touring caravan/
camping site with proposals for
enhancement

- Includes village hall as a focal point
for Ravensden

- Outstanding rural vistas over
Ravensden Brook and the southern
valley
Rural Settlement:

- A collection of rural buildings that

mostly consists of residential homes
with some community buildings and
local amenities.

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:

- Sensitivity of surroundings to new
development
- Fast moving traffic
- Pedestrian safety
- Parking issues

- Need to consider sustainable
drainage solutions

- Public rights of way pass through
this area and connect to the
surrounding landscape

29
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8

Opportunities to be used as
an inspiration in Design Codes:

Locality 8:
Church End

- The historic centre of the village

- The All Saints Church originating in
the 12th Century
- A primary school
8

7
6

Village:

- The historic centre of the village with a

mix of land uses, greatest share being
residential homes.

- The village contains two storey

buildings in an informal layout.

- Mid-century housing
developments along the main
street with several secluded wellestablished properties bordering
green spaces and woodland
- Well-established public-house/
restaurant in a prime location
- Community access to School
Playing Field (though restricted
during term time)
- Many public rights of way and
access to ancient bridleway

30

Issues to be addressed in Design
Codes:

- Defined Village Open Spaces
(in the Bedford Local Plan 2030)
are not publicly accessible (apart
from the restricted access to the
School Playing Fields mentioned
previously)
- Pedestrian safety
- Parking

- Sensitive design of new housing
developments within the village
context

- The increase of urbanising form
which includes loss of trees and
garden hedges linked to extensions
and parking solutions

AECOM
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03.6 Movement networks

Movement through the parish is
predominantly made via private vehicles
which utilise a network of key roads that
undulate over rolling hills and provide
connections between the localities and
the wider area. These key roads service
smaller streets and cul-de-sacs throughout
the parish providing access to residential
homes, farms and businesses.
A principal road that crosses the parish
from north to south is the B660 and passes
through Sunderland Hill, the Crossroads,
veers right at the border of Ravensden Park
locality and then through Cleat Hill and
Mowsbury, ending up in Bedford.
This route experiences a lot of traffic, a
large part of it being commuter traffic
passing directly through the parish. As
a result, areas of the parish experience
congestion and road safety issues such
as the Crossroads which is known to have
large traffic queues at peak hours.

Buses are the main public transportation
in Ravensden with the 27, 28 and 28A
servicing villages in the parish, all
connecting to Bedford Bus Station either
as a starting or end point, and in the case of
the 27 bus, both.

As mentioned previously, a set of Public
Rights of Way and bridleways weave their
way through the landscape and generally
offer good connections by foot into the
surrounding countryside. The road network
does not offer pedestrian footpaths
between the localities and therefore access
by foot between localities is restricted to
the public footpaths and bridleways with
some areas, such as the Crossroads, not
currently well connected to the Public
Rights of Way network.

Figure 08: Examples of roads within Ravensden.
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03.7 Street types and
features

There is a variety of street typologies in
Ravensden that contribute to the local
character and provide visual interest on the
street scene. Three main types of streets
can be derived from the street scene and
are analysed in this section.
- Entrances to villages and settlements.
This category includes all streets that act
as entrance points. Some examples of
these streets include parts of Cleat Hill,
Bedford Road, Oldways Road, Thurleigh
Road, Church Hill and Church End.

Figure 10, on the next page, illustrates
the main street typology that is included
in this category. In Ravensden, entrances
to built up areas consist of a carriageway
with no footpaths on either side. Usually,
this entrance is surrounded by arable
land, rough grazing pastures or, in the
case of Church End; wooded areas. This
contributes to the parish’s rural character.

- Edge lanes acting as a transition
between the countryside and built-up
areas.

These are found on the edges of villages
and settlements in Ravensden and act
as a transition from rural to suburban.
They consist of a normal carriageway with
dwellings sat behind front gardens on one
side with countryside on the other. Green
verges, a distinctive feature in Ravensden,
and small footpaths can found along the
carriageway in the centre. These streets
have a rural character and often contain
long views out into the countryside.

Some edges lanes, such as the one
illustrated in figure 12, have a large
green verge before the front garden of
the dwellings on one side. This sets the
dwelling further back from the carriageway.
Green verges strongly contribute to the
character of the parish yet there exists
the issue of illegal on-verge parking which
can negatively impact the aesthetic of
32

the street scene whilst also creating
road safety issues for both vehicles and
pedestrians. This issue will be addressed in
the design codes later in the report.
- Main streets within village and
settlement cores.

This category includes streets that go
through the main village core areas as well
as other secondary residential streets.
Some examples of these streets are
found on parts of Bedford Road, Cleat Hill,
Sunderland Hill and Church End.

Figure 14, on page 35, illustrates a typical
village core street which involves dwellings
on either side set back behind large front
gardens. The carriageway in the middle
is bordered by footpaths on either side
sometimes accompanied by green verges
of varying widths. This street scene offers
the most space for pedestrian movement
and has a suburban feel.
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Entrances to settlements and
villages

1
Church End

A
B
Church Hill

A

5M
COUNTRYSIDE

F.9

Figure 09: Location of street section in figure 11.

F.10

B

CARRIAGEWAY

COUNTRYSIDE

Figure 10: Cross section of a typical entrance road into Ravensden.
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Edge lanes acting as a transition
between countryside and builtup areas

2
A
B

1 STOREY

A

1M

5M

1M

GREEN
VERGE

CARRIAGEWAY

FOOTWAY

Cleat Hill
COUNTRYSIDE

F.11

Figure 11: Map of street typology locations within built up
areas.

F.12

3M

GREEN
VERGE

B

7.5M
FRONT GARDEN

DWELLING

Figure 12: Cross section of an edge lane that acts as a transition between the countryside and the built up
areas. Green verges, shown here, form a vital part of Ravensden’s character.
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Main streets within village and
settlement cores

3
A
B
Church End

2 STOREYS

1 STOREY

A

10M

DWELLING

F.13

Figure 13: Location of cross section in figure 15
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GARDEN

F.14
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FOOTWAY
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12M
FRONT
GARDEN

DWELLING

Figure 14: Cross section of a typical street with dwellings on the either
side of large front gardens, with small verges and footpaths.
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CO

SUNDERLAND HILL

03.8 Blocks and layouts

Ravensden has a dispersed format with
clusters of development forming along
a few key roads. These roads are rural in
nature and meander through the region’s
rolling hills. Whilst most buildings are
formed along these roads, cul-de-sacs are
also found in the built environment.
Clustered development

Built up areas within Ravensden tend to be
clustered and small in scale. Collections
of these clusters form the localities
previously outlined with gaps between
clusters sometimes significantly large.
Figure 15 shows a relatively compact
cluster of development comprising some
dwellings, rural farms and businesses
Figure 15: Example of a cluster of development on Sunderland
Hill including residential dwellings, rural farms and businesses.
Figure 16: Example of area with large gaps between built up
areas at Church Hill.
Figure 17: Example of terraces of older cottages lying
perpendicular to the street on Oldways Road.

in Sunderland Hill. It is formed along the
B660 and either side of the development is
countryside. This is common for clusters of
development in Ravensden.
Gaps within built-up areas

Another feature found within built-up
areas includes significant gaps between
buildings which allows the countryside to
permeate through the urban form. In figure
16, a large part of the Church Hill locality is
displayed and gaps are highlighted to show
their significance within this area. They
contribute to the rural character and should
be considered in future development.
Terraced cottages

Older parts of Ravensden contain terraced
cottages which lie perpendicular to the
main street. These form a continuous
frontage along the street and are an
alternative layout future development
should consider. An example of terraced
cottages is highlighted in figure 17.
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03.9 Fronts and backs

The rural setting and character of the
settlements within the parish allow for a
variation in plot sizes and widths of front
and back gardens.

Back gardens tend to be spacious in
the parish often taking up the largest
proportion of the total plot size.

This variation in the front gardens creates
interesting visual outcomes along the street
scene. In particular, there are buildings that
face directly onto the street whilst others
sit well back behind large front gardens and
green verges.
Owing to the linear format of Ravensden,
the backs of many properties tend to face
directly onto the surrounding countryside.
The backs end in unison giving a defined
linear boundary in large parts of the parish,
This helps to distinguish the backs of the
properties from the surrounding fields.
In some cases such as in Cleat Hill, the
larger properties sit at different distances
from the road and therefore have backs
which do not form a linear boundary. This
creates a staggered appearance.

Figure 18:
Example of frontages in Ravensden with varying
distances from the road.
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03.10 Property boundaries

Ravensden has a strong rural character
with natural beauty surrounding it. The
local examples of property boundary
treatments reinforce this character
and create a good green buffer with
the surrounding countryside. These
physical boundary treatments range from
flowerbeds and green verges to hedges,
hedgerows, bushes, and trees. These are
well maintained and improve the aesthetics
of the built-up areas. The following are good
examples from both within Ravensden and
the surrounding area:

F.19

Park railings with laurel hedge

F.22

Box evergreen hedge

F.20

Copper beech hedge

F.23

Native mixed hedge

F.21

Low Beech hedge

F.24

Wooden field gate

Figure 19: Parkland style railings (traditionally painted black)
with common laurel as a hedge shrub in support.
Figure 20: Copper beech at Grindle House in Church End.
Figure 21: Low beech hedge on Church Hill.

Figure 22: Box hedge at Charity House. The formality of the
evergreen hedge responds well to the historic character of the
building.
Figure 23: A mixed hedge based on field maple provides a nonthorny, effective roadside screen.
Figure 24: Field gate on Renhold Road. Wooden gates have
a more traditional village character rather than their metal
counterparts.
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03.11 Corners and
Landmarks

The formation of the built-up areas along
the main roads offers opportunities for the
buildings to stand out along the curves and
corners and act as landmarks, whilst open
spaces can also help create focal points
and attract interest towards the buildings.
In addition, heritage assets can also be
identified as landmarks as well as other
elements of historic or social significance.

F.25

The photos presented on this page show
some local examples of corner buildings
and landmarks within Ravensden.

Figure 25: All Saints Church - a key landmark in Ravensden.

F.26

Figure 26: Example of key corner building in Ravensden.
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03.12 Car parking solutions

F.27

There are three car parking typologies in
the village. These are:

- On-plot side and front parking. There
are a few houses with this typology
scattered throughout.
- On-plot garage parking. This is the
prevailing car parking typology seen in
Ravensden with very few of the other
typologies seen throughout.

F.28

- On-street parking. There are very few
instances of formal on-street parking areas
around Ravensden and are they not clearly
defined. On-street parking is a growing
issue in parts of the parish such as in
Church End.
Figure 27: Example of on-plot front parking.
Figure 28: Example of on-plot garage parking.

F.29

Figure 29: Example of informal on-street parking.
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03.13 Roofscapes

Rooflines are interrupted by vegetation,
the rich vegetation and this creates more
enclosure between buildings.

However, along parts of the village
core such as along Church End and the
Crossroads, where density is higher and
there are cases of terraced housing, the
roofline becomes more continuous. At the
same time, chimneys and subtle variations
in the eaves add some inconsistency
creating a positive visual outcome.

F.30

The prevailing roof type is gabled roof whilst
there are also examples of hipped roofs and
a few thatched roofs.

Figure 30: Example of a thatched roof in Ravensden.

F.31

Figure 31: Example of a gabled roof.
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03.14 Fenestration and
façades

There is a variety of window types
decorating the façades of the buildings;
casement windows, awning windows, bow
windows and cottage windows and dormer
windows. The scale and proportions differ
from house to house though the prevailing
colour throughout Ravensden is generally
white. When buildings are in white, it tends
to unify the façade design.

F.32

Figure 32: Examples of fenestration within Ravensden.
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03.15 Architectural details
and materials
Ravensden is characterised by different
building styles mostly dating from the
20th century as well as some modern
interventions, in-fills and development
schemes within and outside the historic
core.

The area is not characterised by one
architectural style or single character, but
rather a mix of different responses to the
street layout, front gardens and landscape,
as shown in the previous section.

The scale of the buildings tends to be of two
storeys with some cases of single-storey
buildings as well. There are also a variety of
roof materials used, namely, asbestos roof,
sometimes corrugated, thatched roof, old
clay tiled roof, slate roof and red tiled roof.
All the above architectural details and
materials further contribute to the local
distinctiveness of the localities.

There is a mix of building materials used for
the building façades with the most common
amongst the older buildings being timber
frame, some with a colour washed caste,
weatherboard, clay lump construction with
colour washed brick exterior, red brick,
colour washed rough cast and brick with
colour washed plaster render. Among the
more recent additions to Ravensden are a
variety of bricks and render.

F.33
Figure 33: Example of a partially weatherboarded façade in
Ravensden.
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F.34
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Figure 34: A collection of architectural features in Ravensden.
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04. DESIGN GUIDANCE AND CODES
This section outlines key design
principles to consider when
assessing a design proposal

04.1 The importance of
good design

As the NPPF (paragraph 124) notes, “good
design is a key aspect of sustainable
development, creates better places in
which to live and work and helps make
development acceptable to communities”.

Research, such as for the Government’s
Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment (now part of the Design
Council; see, for example, The Value of Good
Design1) has shown that good design of
buildings and places can:

Local people understand what good
design means in the context of Ravensden.
Consultation work carried out for the
Neighbourhood Plan shows that they
appreciate the qualities of the ends and the
rural character of the area.

This document seeks to harness an
understanding of how good design can
make future development as endearingly
popular as the best of what has gone before.

− Improve health and well-being;

− Increase civic pride and cultural activity;

− Reduce crime and anti-social behaviour;
and
− Reduce pollution.

1 The Value of Good Design https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/sites/
default/files/asset/document/the-value-of-good-design.pdf
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04.2 Placemaking and
design codes

These design codes are underpinned by a
set of placemaking principles that should
influence the design of future development
areas’ public realms, homes and green
spaces, and the interfaces between them.

What designers and planners call
‘placemaking’ is about creating the physical
conditions that residents and users find
attractive and safe, with good levels of
social interaction and layouts that are easily
understood.
The placemaking principles set out in the
following pages should be used to assess

the design quality of future development or
regeneration proposals. These key principles
should be considered in all cases of future
development as they reflect positive placemaking and draw on the principles set out
in many national urban design best practice
documents including the National Design
Guide, Building for a Healthy Life and the
Urban Design Compendium.

The guidelines developed in this part focus
on residential environments. However, new
housing development should not be viewed
in isolation, but considerations of design and
layout must be informed by the wider context.
The local pattern of lanes and spaces,
building traditions, materials and the natural
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environment should all help to determine the
character and identity of a development.

It is important with any proposal that full
account is taken of the local context and that
the new design embodies the ‘sense of place’.
Reference to context means using what is
around, shown in chapter 3, as inspiration
and influence and it could be a contemporary
solution that is in harmony with the
surroundings.
The set of design principles shown on the
next pages are specific to Ravensden and
are based on the analysis of the parish’s
character and discussions with members of
the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
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The list of localities outlined
below will be used to identify
the geographical relevance
of each design code. Each
code will have the localities
listed where the code should
be considered for future
development

04.3 Structure of design
codes

These design codes are structured by five
key topic areas which include Movement
(MV), Layout (LA), Placemaking (PL), Buildings
(BU), and Sustainability (SU). This structure
generally follows a process of zooming in from
the broad scale down to the finer scale, for
example from lanes and footpaths down to
solar panels and tree planting.

1

MV. Movement

2

LA. Layout

3

PL. Placemaking

4

BU. Buildings

5

SU. Sustainability

Localities

1

Cleat Hill /
Mowsbury

5

Crossroads

2

Ravensden
Park

6

Oldways
Road

3

Graze Hill /
Wood End

7

Church Hill

4

Sunderland
Hill

8

Church End

R

Rural
Hinterland
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1

MV. Movement

Movement looks at how to create safe,
attractive and convenient connections
around Ravensden and to the wider area
utilising sustainable modes of transport
where possible.

Walking and cycling should be promoted to
support growth, limit the negative impacts
of traffic congestion on the roads and create
direct and memorable routes.

MV.01. Traffic calming

MV.02. Promoting active
travel

MV.04. Legibility and
wayfinding

MV.05. Parking

MV.03. Providing
meaningful connections

In addition, public transport should be
used to support active travel and provide
improved links between places.

Safety must be a key priority when providing
connections around Ravensden and traffic
calming, legibility and wayfinding.
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Cleat Hill /
Mowsbury
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Crossroads

2

Ravensden
Park

6

Oldways
Road

7

Church Hill

8

Church End

3
4

MV.01. Traffic calming

Traffic often travels through the parish
too quickly to be safe for pedestrians and
cyclists. The design of the lanes needs
to be rebalanced in their favour. Through
traffic that does not need to pass through
the parish should also be discouraged.
Imaginative solutions to the traffic problems
– ones that do not detract from Ravensden’s
rural character and also allow agricultural
vehicles to pass – need to be explored.
- 20mph speed limits should be
considered in all village core areas
with edge lanes changing to 30mph to
act as a transition to the larger speed
limits in the roads between villages and
settlements.
- This requires the highway to be
redesigned to ensure that drivers are
prompted to reduce their speeds.

Figure 35: Example a painted chicane as a simple traffic
calming measure.

- Common techniques for slowing traffic
that do not require vertical measures
such a speed humps include narrowing
street widths, changes in texture (such
as pavers and cobblestones) and
introducing friction.

- An approach seen in the Netherlands
is the reallocation of road space to
pedestrians and cyclists by removing the
centre line where they exist and using
painted lines to indicate walking/cycle
space. It is a low cost, lightly engineered
solution which raises the profile of those
users and slows traffic down because
there is always the possibility of another
vehicle coming towards the driver in the
same lane. Vehicles can pull into the
pedestrian/cycle zone to let others pass.
- The approach is included in UK
government guidance (see Department
for Transport’s LTN 1/20 on cycling
infrastructure) but not yet widely
adopted.
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Graze Hill /
Wood End

Sunderland
Hill

- Another approach involves the use of
chicanes which are a series of midblock pavement extensions that narrow
the carriageway and require vehicles to
follow a curving ‘S’-shaped path which
discourages speeding. These can be
painted or raised. A painted example is
shown in figure 35 below.
- These can be coupled with additional
landscaping features to be better
incorporated into Ravensden’s rural
setting.
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2

MV.02. Promoting active travel

Streets should be connected with each
other and different travel options and routes
should be considered. Good practice
favours a generally connected street layout
that makes it easier to travel by foot, cycle,
and public transport.

A more connected pattern creates a
‘walkable neighbourhood’, a place where
routes link meaningful places together. The
street network in Ravensden parish is mainly
permeable with some examples of cul-desac layout found as well.

Ravensden
Park

- Proposing short and walkable distances
which are usually defined to be within a
10 minute walk or a five mile trip by bike.
If the design proposal calls for a new
street or cycle/pedestrian link, it must
connect destinations and origins.

- Avoid designing features such as
barriers to vehicle movement, gates
to new developments, or footpaths
between high fences must be kept at a
minimum, and the latter must be avoided.

F.36

New development should improve the
existing street network by:

- Proposing routes laid out in a
permeable pattern, allowing for multiple
connections and choice of routes,
particularly on foot. Any cul-de-sacs
should be relatively short and provide
onward pedestrian links.

Figure 36: A walkable neighbourhood means being able to
walk to school.
Figure 37: Distances on foot and by bicycle and their
respective journey times.
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MV.03. Providing meaningful
connections

well as the countryside to create a well
connected place.

Make connections meaningful and provide
a clear origin and destination with routes
incorporating built elements as well as
natural assets that are important locally;

Use linkages and connections to emphasize
buildings and routes whilst making them
memorable;

Streets and different parts of the parish
should be connected with each other. This is
a key feature of successful built and natural
environments as well as best practice. Some
of the features sought are:

Encourage walking and cycling by
establishing routes on well connected street
layouts, lanes and public right of ways;

1

Cleat Hill /
Mowsbury

5

Crossroads

2

Ravensden
Park

8

Church End

Increase connectivity to high-quality natural
areas such as the surrounding countryside,
local green spaces as well as to valuable
listed and non-listed assets and buildings
should be maximised;

Encourage the use of permeable layouts
instead of cul-de-sac environments in new
developments.

Make it easier to travel by foot, cycle, and
public transport before car travel options;
Promote walking and cycling as an
attractive option by making routes short,
straightforward and well connected;

Connect new walking routes to existing
open spaces and community facilities as
Figure 38: Streets in Ravensden with a pavement for
pedestrian movement.
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Use local landmarks to make the parish legible.
Landmarks can take many forms as long as they
are memorable and distinctive. They can include
buildings, mature trees, landscaping, open spaces
and even small plaques. Enhance and highlight
these as memorable features helping people to
understand the parish

MV.04. Legibility and wayfinding

1

Cleat Hill /
Mowsbury

5

Crossroads

2

Ravensden
Park

8

Church End

Wayfinding aims to make walking and
cycling easier by ensuring that routes are
direct and memorable. When places are well
signposted, they are easier for the public to
comprehend.
People feel safer when they can easily
memorise places and navigate around
them. It is easier to orientate when the
routes are direct, particularly for people with
dementia and related cognitive and sensory
challenges. Thus, some guidelines for new
development and transformations of the
parish are:

Preserve or create
continuity by respecting
the built forms identified
in the village. This will help
creating a clear identity and
that are easy to navigate

Clear signage should be placed at key nodes
and arrival points to aid orientation. Where
there are signs at entry points to localities, the
signage should show the name of the locality in
question rather than simply a general reference
to Ravensden. This will help to respect the
individual character of the localities.
F.39

Distinctive or mature trees
can also be used as a tool
to mark the access point
to a new development or
a distinct area within the
village

Figure 39: Diagram illustrating the location of ideal wayfinding measures.
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MV.05. Car and cycle parking

According to Bedford Borough Council’s
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
on parking standards, car parking areas
should make a positive contribution to the
design and setting of a development and
the area in general, taking account of its
townscape character.

A good mix of parking typologies should be
deployed, depending on, and influenced by;
location, topography and market demand.

The main types to be considered are shown
on this page and the next one.
- For family homes, cars should be placed
at the front or side of the property. For
small pockets of housing a front or rear
court is acceptable if off road. Multiple
garage parking is encouraged.
- Car parking design should be combined
with landscaping to minimise the
presence of vehicles.

Graze Hill /
Wood End

Sunderland
Hill

- Parking areas and driveways should
be designed to minimise impervious
surfaces, for example through the use
of permeable paving.

- When placing parking at the front, the
area should be designed to minimise
visual impact and to blend in with the
existing streetscape and materials. The
aim is to keep a sense of enclosure and
to break the potential of a continuous
area of car parking in front of the
dwellings by means of walls, hedging,
planting, and use of differentiated quality
paving materials.
- According to the SPD, there should be
a minimum of 0.4 space per dwelling
except where over 60% of the total
parking provision for a street or block is
unallocated.
- Cycle parking should be integrated into
all new housing.
Figure 40: Examples of on-plot front and garage
parking in Ravensden.
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On plot side or on front parking

- On-plot parking can be visually attractive
when it is combined with high quality and
well designed soft landscaping. Front
garden depth from the pavement back
should be sufficient for a large family car.

On plot side parking

- Boundary treatment is the key element
to help avoid a car-dominated character.
This can be achieved by using elements
such as hedges, trees, flower beds, low
walls, and high quality paving materials
between the private and public space.

On plot garage and side parking

- Driveways should be constructed from
porous materials to minimise surface
water run-off.
- Any rear parking courtyards should
be small, overlooked and not be at the
expense of rear gardens.

- Electric car charging points should be
considered to meet the growing need to
switch to sustainable transport modes.

On street parking
F.41

Figure 41: Illustrative diagrams showing parking typologies.
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Figure 42: A cyclist utilising the road network in Ravensden.

Cycle parking

Bedford Borough Council’s SPD on parking
standards recommends the allocation of
both short stay and long stay cycle parking
in a mixture of buildings types including
residential dwellings.

A straightforward way to encourage cycling
is to provide secured cycle parking in all new
residential developments that is convenient
and easy to take bikes out. In addition, cycle
racks should be places in public spaces and
destination hubs such as supermarkets or
high streets. From a residential perspective
desirable features are:
Houses without garages

- Cycle storage must be provided at a
convenient location with easy access to
get the bikes in and out.
- The parking should be secure, covered,
preferably constructed from the same
materials as the main structure.
- As a minimum requirement, doors
should be secured by mortice locks.

Where more than two bicycle spaces
are required some form of stand should
be provided. Cycle parking should be
secure, covered and it should be well
integrated into the streetscape if it is
allocated at the front of the house.

Figure 43: Example of cycle storage in the front garden.

- The use of planting alongside cycle
parking can be used to mitigate any
visual impact on adjacent spaces or
buildings.
Houses with garages

F.42

- Where possible cycle parking should
be accessed from the front of the
building either in a specially constructed
enclosure or easily accessible garage.
- The design of any enclosure should
integrate well with the surroundings.

- The bike must be removed easily without
having to move the vehicle.
- These features also apply for small
blocks of apartments.
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2

LA. Layout

A place’s character can be made up of many
different elements which come together to
create a unique sense of place. Any proposal
will need to respect the existing context as
well as create attractive and resilient places
that contribute positively to the townscape,
public realm and landscape setting of
Ravensden.

LA.01. Scale, form and
massing

LA.02. Enclosure

LA.03. Boundary
treatments

LA.04. Landscaping and
trees

LA.05. Views

LA.06. Open and green
spaces

These design principles describe the
elements that contribute to Ravensden’s
character and new development should pay
particular attention to the layout, form, scale,
materials and detailing.
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LA.01. Scale, form and massing

The majority of buildings in Ravensden do
not exceed two storeys in height. Therefore,
new buildings in Ravensden should be
sympathetic in mass, height, and scale to
the existing context.

Graze Hill /
Wood End

Sunderland
Hill

to natural light and avoid overshadowing
existing buildings. This is particularly
important in areas of historic character.

New development in the existing localities
should not exceed two storeys. Three
storeys may be acceptable in future
development in Ravensden Park as long as
Ravensden’s character is considered.

Subtle variation in height is encouraged to
add visual interest, such as altering eaves
and ridge heights. The bulk and pitch of
roofs, however, must remain sympathetic
to the tree canopy, the local vernacular, and
the similar roof types typically experienced
in the parish. Another way to achieve visual
interest could be by varying frontage widths
and plan forms. The application of a uniform
building type throughout a development
must be avoided.

The massing of new buildings should ensure
Figure 44:
a sufficient level of privacy and access
Examples of different form and massing in Ravensden.
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LA.02. Enclosure

The level of enclosure of a road or square
is determined by its relationship with the
vertical elements on its edges such as
buildings, walls, and trees. Developments
can achieve a good sense of enclosure
by creating clearly defined spaces that
produce a cohesive and attractive built form,
for example by determining focal points,
appropriate building heights, and continuous
edges.
The following principles serve as general
guidelines that should be considered when
seeking to achieve a satisfactory sense of
enclosure:

In case of building set-back,
façades should have an
appropriate ratio between
the width of the street and
the building height
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Generally, building façades
should front onto streets,
and variation to the building
line can be introduced to
create an informal character
In most new developments,
a variety of plot widths
and façade depth should
be considered during the
design process to create an
attractive rural character

Buildings should be
designed to turn corners
and terminate views.
Trees, hedges, and other
landscaping features
can help create a more
enclosed streetscape
and provide shading and
protection from heat, wind,
and rain
F.45

Figure 45: Illustrative examples of enclosure types.
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Infill development and
extensions along a row of
established terraced or
semi-detached buildings,
however, should respect
the existing regularity of the
building frontage
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LA.03. Boundary treatments

- Boundary treatments should be used
at the plot edge to provide a sense of
continuity and cohesion along the street
as well as providing separation between
the public and private domains.

New boundary treatments
should complement the
existing character to create a
unified street

Graze Hill /
Wood End

Sunderland
Hill

Property boundary

- Using a range of high-quality materials
such as brick, hedgerows, ironmongery,
planting or a combination of these along
the boundary edge, can bring cohesion
to the street and the village, whilst still
providing visual interest.
- Not having a form of boundary should
be avoided to preserve the existing
character of the parish.

- The boundary type should relate to the
scale and character of the property

- Properties should also have a front
garden or privacy strip ranging from 1
to 6m in depth in new developments to
create the desired amount of enclosure
along the street.

The driveway should be made
out of a permeable material to
enable water filtration

F.46

The front garden should utilise
natural elements such as
grass, planting and hedgerows

Figure 46: Illustrative diagram of the boundary treatments of a typical plot.
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LA.04. Landscaping and trees

Providing street trees and landscaping
within the built environment creates an
interesting and varied streetscape and
brings physical and mental health benefits.

Graze Hill /
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Sunderland
Hill

Trees should also be present
within public open spaces
and children’s play areas to
create environmental and
wildlife benefits

Trees can be used to line important
streets or as feature elements that
can be used as a reference point for
wayfinding. The species of trees used
should be native to the area or have a
similar habit and wildlife value
Any existing mature trees should aim to
be retained and root areas protected

F.47

Hedges and other planting such as
flower beds are often used at the
property edge to mark the private and
public domain

Figure 47: Illustrative diagram of landscaping in a residential area.
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LA.05. Views

Views are important as they provide framed
moments within the built environment of
either landmarks or the open countryside.

Gaps between the buildings
provide glimpses to the
countryside from the street

Generous gaps between buildings should
be created to provide glimpses and filtered
views to the countryside beyond. This will
connect people with nature and contribute
to the general feel of openness.

Street should be perpendicular to the open
countryside in order to create long views
from the street. This allows everyone to
enjoy the countryside views and enhances
legibility by allowing people to orientate
themselves in relation to the open space.

F.48

Figure 48: Illustrative diagram of the gaps and views in a residential area.
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LA.06. Open and green spaces
Ravensden has several Local Green Spaces
and a good connection of footpaths linking
the villages and settlements within the
parish together.
Bedford Borough Council’s Open Space
Supplementary Planning Document sets
out requirements for existing and new open
spaces. Some of the key guidance is as
follows:
- Existing open spaces should be
protected and future open spaces are
encouraged.

Graze Hill /
Wood End

Sunderland
Hill

qualities of a Local Green Space.

- New open spaces should not be
designed as an afterthought but should
incorporate opportunities for nature, play
and recreation.
- New open spaces should retain all
woodland, hedgerows and trees
within their layout with new planting to
supplement existing vegetation.

- Proposals for allotments, community
gardens and flexible space for events will
be encouraged.

- Development should protect and
enhance the Neighbourhood Plan’s
designated Local Green Spaces.

- Development on Local Green Spaces will
only be supported in very exceptional
circumstances in line with the NPPF.
Development should not negatively
impact on the community use or special

Figure 49:
Examples of open spaces in Ravensden.
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PL. Placemaking

Development proposals will need to take
a proactive approach to considering the
context of Ravensden and providing places
that reflect the built environment that has
been established in Ravensden.

Aspect and orientation, proportions, the
arrangement of public and private spaces
need to be considered to ensure Ravensden’s
sense of place is felt throughout the parish.

PL.01. Consider the
context

PL.02. Aspect and
orientation

PL.03. Proportions

PL.04. Public and
private spaces

PL.05. Active frontages

PL.06. Turning the
corner
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PL.01. Consider the context

- New development must demonstrate
an understanding of the landscape
sensitivities and designations of the area
and make sure any design proposal is a
good fit in the surrounding context and
respects the existing character.
- New development must respect the
existing street patterns and evaluate
any traffic issues in the area in order
to better address them. New design
should enhance the existing street
patterns, improve connectivity and
avoid causing traffic pressure on the
existing street networks.

- New development should prioritise
creating a well-connected green system.
New design should propose new links
to the surrounding countryside and
integrate the existing ones as well as
improving connectivity and promoting
alternative ways of transportation.

- New development should respect the
character of each area within the village
in terms of scale, building orientation,
enclosure, façade rhythm, architectural
details.
- Development which is high density and
does not reflect the current grain of
the village shall be avoided. Proposals
need to consider existing density and
the relationship between buildings and
plot sizes.

- The use of a repeating type of dwelling
along the entirety of the street should be
avoided to create variety and interest in
the streetscape.
- Boundaries such as walls or hedgerows,
whichever is appropriate to the street,
should enclose and define each street
along the back edge of the pavement,
adhering to a clear building line that
can allow minor variations for each
development group. In areas where
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properties are set back from the
edge of the road with small gardens,
consideration should be given to the
most appropriate site boundaries.

- Where appropriate, new properties
should aim to provide rear and front
gardens. Where the provision of a front
garden is not possible, small buffers to
the public realm such as planting strips
are beneficial.

- Interfaces between the existing
settlement edges and any village
extension must be carefully designed to
integrate new and existing communities.
- Edges must be designed to link rather
than segregate existing and new
neighbourhoods. A belt of hedges
that defines the existing settlement
edge can be integrated into a the new
neighbourhood by providing a shared
back hedge.
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PL.02. Aspect and Orientation

One of the main glazed elevations
should be within 30° due south to
benefit from solar heat gain. Any
north-facing façades might have a
similar proportion of window to wall
area to minimise heat loss on this
cooler side
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North facing single aspect units
should be avoided or mitigated with
the use of reflective light or roof
windows

Buildings should be designed to maximise
solar gain, daylight and sun penetration,
while avoiding overheating. Subject to
topography and the clustering of existing
buildings, they should be orientated to
incorporate passive solar design principles.

Homes should be designed to avoid
overheating through optimisation
of glazed areas, natural ventilation
strategies including high- and
low- level openings, longer roof
overhangs, deep window reveals
and external louvres/shutters to
provide shading in hotter summer
months
W

E
N

F.50

If houses are not aligned eastwest, rear wings could be
included so that some of the
property benefits from solar
passive gain

Figure 50: Illustrative diagrams showing ideal aspect and orientation for housing.
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PL.03. Proportions

A building’s elements should all
be proportional and related to
the scale of the building itself

The relationships between the building and
its elements can provide visual interest and
enhance local character. Many buildings in
Ravensden demonstrate a visually pleasing
approach to proportion and simplicity, with
clear façade lines and vertical and horizontal
rhythms.

The front elevation should avoid
large areas of blank wall but also
avoid unnecessary cluttering and the
awkwardly close adjacent windows
and doors seen in some modern
developments should be avoided

F.51
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The proportion should consider
the surrounding context and local
character

Features such as windows and
doors should provide a clear
vertical and horizontal rhythm
and sense of design cohesion

Figure 51: Illustration of a typical façade.
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Setbacks from the street and front
garden landscaping, together with
more detailed architectural design
should seek to balance privacy
for front living rooms with natural
surveillance of the streets, and the
need for street enclosure

PL.04. Public and private spaces

A clear definition between public and
private space is a fundamental principle
for good place-making. Buildings fronting
the streets and open spaces give life to the
public realm, primary access and principal
frontages should therefore always face onto
public spaces.
In residential areas, the
distances between the backs
of the properties need to be
proportioned in consideration with
privacy

2

Ravensden
Park

Private open amenity space is
important to wellbeing and is,
in the form of front and back
gardens, also part of the character
of Ravensden. All new houses
will be expected to have usable
outside amenity space

Front gardens should be a
minimum of 1.5 metres deep

The privacy distance between the backs of
the properties should be a minimum of 20m.
When this is not possible, the layout should
be a back to-side arrangement, or use
single-aspect buildings (north facing single
aspect units should be avoided) to avoid
creating overlooking issues
F.52

Figure 52: Illustrative diagram showing public and private spaces.
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Appropriate boundary treatments
including low walls, hedges and
iron railings must be incorporated
into design proposals to clearly
distinguish public and private
space
AECOM
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PL.05. Active frontages

Exposed blank façades facing
the public realm must always be
avoided. They should generally
be fenestrated

Active frontages bring life and vitality to
villages and public gathering spaces.

Ravensden
Park

Narrow frontages with a vertical
rhythm can create a more attractive
and interesting streetscape, while
articulation on façades and use
of bays and porches can create a
welcoming feeling

Introducing regular doors, windows,
front gardens and front and side
parking, providing it does not
dominate, can stimulate activity and
social interactions
Buildings should be positioned at
varied setbacks to avoid monotonous
frontages where there is a pattern
of having deeper front gardens. It
may not always be necessary to vary
setbacks in the more historic localities
where the existing built form supports
building up to the pavement in some
specific cases

F.53

Figure 53: Illustrative example of active frontages in a residential area.
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Road layouts should be designed
to slow traffic and prioritise
pedestrians over vehicles

All the façades overlooking the
street or public space should be
treated as primary façades

2

Ravensden
Park

The façades should have some
form of visual contact in the form of
windows

PL.06. Turning the corner

Together with the creation of potential local
landmarks, one of the crucial aspects of a
successful visual setting and built form is the
issue of corners. Because these buildings
have at least two public facing façades, they
have double the potential to influence the
street’s appearance. Therefore, the following
guidelines apply to corner buildings.
Corner buildings enhance the
natural surveillance of the street by
providing two primary street facing
façades that have openings that
look out over the street
If placed at important intersections
the building could be treated as a
landmark and thus be slightly taller
or display another built element,
signalling its importance as a
wayfinding cue
F.54

The form of corner buildings should
respect the local architectural
character. Doing so improves the
street scene and generates local
pride

Figure 54: Illustrative diagram of a corner building in a residential area.
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BU. Buildings

Buildings in Ravensden provide some of
the historic, visual aesthetic that defines
Ravensden’s character. This should
be protected ensuring a homogenous
character throughout the parish.

New buildings should contribute to the
local character considering details such
as materials, colour palette, façades and
fenestration. This also applies to extensions
which should be designed with an
appropriate scale.

BU.01. Architectural
details

BU.02. Materials and
colour palette

BU.03. Rooflines

BU.04. Façades and
fenestration

BU.05. Household
extensions

BU.06. Servicing
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BU.01 Architectural details

The materials and architectural detailing
used throughout Ravensden can be a
reference point for new development and
contribute to its rural character.

Thatched roof

White weatherboarding

Red brick

Chimney

Green foliage on façade

Gable roof

Clay roof

White render

Slate roof

Gabled dormers

Wood weatherboarding

Sashed windows

− The materials that will be used in the new
developments should be of a high quality
and reinforce local distinctiveness.

− Development proposals should
demonstrate that the palette of
materials has been selected based on an
understanding of the surrounding built and
natural environment.
− In new developments, locally sourced
bricks or bricks that match the buildings
in the surrounding area would be the most
appropriate. Particular attention should be
given to the bonding pattern, size, colour,
and texture of bricks.
− This section includes examples of
architectural details and building materials
that contribute to the local vernacular of
Ravensden and which could be used to
inform future development.

F.55

Figure 55: Further street typologies within built up areas.
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BU.02 Materials and colour
palette

Ravensden has a distinctive material and
colour palette. The main traditional building
materials are brick, white render, timber
frame, and thatched roofs. Brick is common
in later properties, as is rendering and
weatherboarding. Where walls are painted,
the main colours are white or off white,
alongside other calm pastel shades.

Graze Hill /
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Sunderland
Hill

- Surface materials should be permeable
and attractive, incorporating the use
of pavements, flagstones or gravel impermeable tarmac pavements and
driveways and artificial grass should be
avoided wherever possible because this
increases the risk of surface water runoff and surface flooding, and also has a
negative visual impact.

- New buildings and extensions should
harmonise with nearby buildings by
incorporating complementary materials
and colours.

F.56

- Developments should seek to reflect
the variety of Ravensden’s material and
colour palette, avoiding monotony and
the overuse of a single style.
- It is recommended that rendering is
finished in white, cream or pale pastel
hues. Bright or gaudy colours are not
suitable.

Figure 56: Red brick in Ravensden.
Figure 57: White rendered façade in Ravensden.
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BU.03. Rooflines

- Creating a good variety in the roof line
is a significant element of designing
attractive places. Ravensden has a
variety of roof profiles that can be
referenced to influence new designs.
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either as part of the initial design or
for future retrofit. The orientation and
available roof space should also be
considered.

- The scale of the roof should always be
in proportion with the dimensions of the
building.
- Monotonous building elevations should
be avoided, with subtle changes in the
roof line being promoted during the
design process.

- Within Ravensden the majority of the
buildings have a pitched or gable pitched
roof, therefore these types of roof are
the most appropriate.
- Local traditional roof detailing elements
should be considered and implemented
where possible.
- Roofs should also be designed with
photovoltaic taken into consideration,

Figure 58:
Examples of varied rooflines in Ravensden.
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BU.04. Façades and fenestration

Fenestration on public/private spaces
increase the natural surveillance and
enhance the attractiveness of the place.
Considerations for natural surveillance,
interaction, and privacy must be carefully
balanced. This section shows examples of
fenestration in Ravensden and guidelines for
design.

- Corner buildings should incorporate
windows on both primary and secondary
façades.
- Long stretches of blank (windowless)
walls must be avoided.

- Windows should be of sufficient size and
number for abundant natural light. At the
same time, minimising the number of
openings will help to retain heat.
- Site layout and building massing
should ensure access to sunshine and
avoid overshadowing neighbouring
buildings. New developments should
also maximise opportunities for

Graze Hill /
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long-distance views through careful
placement of windows.

- Consistent window styles and shapes
should be used across a given façade
to avoid visual clutter and dissonance.
Varieties in window types, shapes, and
details should however be encouraged
across the same development.

- The street facing façades of a building
should have openings such as doors and
windows that are arranged in an orderly
way to create a sense of rhythm along
the street.
- Bay windows and dormers can be used
to articulate the building elevation but
must be appropriately sized and wellintegrated through their materiality and
positioning.

Figure 59:
Examples of fenestration in Ravensden.
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BU.05. Household extensions

There are multiple ways to create extra
space within a building using different types
of extensions. Extensions must be designed
to an appropriate scale and be secondary to
the original building. The pitch and form of
a building’s roof forms part of its character;
therefore, extensions should respond
by enhancing the existing character.
Extensions should consider the materials,
architectural features and proportions of
the original building and be designed to
complement these existing elements.
Many household extensions are covered
by permitted development rights, meaning
that they do not need planning permission
though there are exceptions.

- The character of the existing building,
along with its scale, form, materials
and details should be taken into
consideration when preparing proposals
for alterations and/or extensions.
- External extensions should respect or

enhance the visual appearance of the
original buildings and the character of
the wider street scene.

- Extensions should be subordinate in
term of scale and form and shall not
be visually dominant or taller than the
existing building.

- Extensions should be recessed or in line
with the existing building façade and
shall use lower ridge and eaves levels to
ensure that the length and width of the
extension are less than the dimensions
of the original building.

- Extensions should be designed using
materials and details to match the
existing building or alternatively, use
contrasting materials and details with
a contemporary design approach.
However, in either case, extensions
should create an overall harmonious
composition and a strong degree of
unity with the original building amenity of
neighbouring properties.
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- Extensions should safeguard the privacy
and daylight amenity of neighbouring
properties along with intervening
vegetation to aid integration.
- Extensions should retain on-site parking
capacity and a viable garden area to
meet the needs of future occupiers.
- Extensions of existing buildings should
help to reduce carbon emission by
complying with high energy efficiency
standards and utilising low energy
design.

- Side extensions should be set back from
the main building and complement the
materials and detailing of the original
building, particularly along the street
elevation. The roof of the extension
should harmonise with that of the original
building; flat roofs should be avoided.
Side windows should also be avoided
unless it can be demonstrated that
they would not overlook neighbouring
properties.
AECOM
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- Single storey rear extensions should
be set below any first-floor windows
and designed to minimise any effects
of neighbouring properties, such as
blocking day light. A flat roof is generally
acceptable for a single storey rear
extension.
- Double storey rear extensions are
not common as they usually affect
neighbours’ access to light and privacy,
however, sometimes the size and style
of the property allows for a two- storey
extension. In these cases, the roof form
and pitch should reflect the original
building and sit slightly lower than the
main ridge of the building.

F.60

F.61

- In most areas, many extensions are
covered by permitted development.
This is available at https://www.
planningportal.co.uk/info/200244/
project_advice/136/extensions

Figure 60: Diagram of double storey rear extension.
Figure 61: Diagram of single storey side extension.
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BU.06. Servicing

- With modern requirements for waste
separation and recycling, the number
of household bins that need to be
stored has increased. It is important that
these are accommodated in ways that
allow convenient access, and without
increasing street clutter or harming the
appearance of new buildings.
- Servicing arrangements should have
a specific and attractive enclosure of
sufficient size for all the necessary bins,
this avoids the blocking of pavements
with bins and makes the public realm
more attractive.
- The illustrations below show some
successful design solutions for
accommodating bins within the plot.

F.62

Figure 62: Examples of bin storage at the front of dwellings.
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SU. Sustainability

New developments should encourage
and support innovative and proactive
approaches to design and opportunities
to deliver decentralised energy systems
powered by a renewable or low carbon
source and associated infrastructure,
including community-led initiatives.
New developments should strive for
good quality design that meets climatic
targets for CO2 emissions and that can
be constructed sustainably maximising
opportunities for recycling.

SU.02. Energy efficiency
and energy generation

SU.01. Sustainable
drainage
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SU.01. Sustainable drainage

Bedford Borough Council’s Supplementary
Planning Document on sustainable drainage
outline sustainable urban drainage systems
(SuDs) as key tools to manage both water
quantity and quality within the borough
whilst supporting biodiversity.
SuDs cover a range of approaches
to managing surface water in a more
sustainable way, reducing flood risk and
improving water quality as well as providing
additional amenity benefits.

Where reuse of water is not possible there
are two alternative approaches using
SuDS. The first is infiltration which allows
water to percolate into the ground and
eventually restore groundwater. The second
is attenuation and controlled release. This
holds back the water and slowly releases it
into the sewer network. The overall volume
entering the sewer system is the same,
however the peak flow is reduced which
reduces the risk of the sewers overflowing.
Attenuation and controlled release options

Graze Hill /
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are suitable when either infiltration is not
possible or where infiltration could be
polluting.

The most effective SuDS are site-specific
and are integrated at the beginning of the
design process. To keep SUDs effective, it is
important to provide ongoing management
and maintenance.
Permeable Surfaces

SuDS must be designed sensitively to
augment the landscape and reduce the
risk of surface water run-off. Permeable
surfaces, which are also more attractive,
should be incorporated wherever possible.
Impermeable tarmac should be avoided,
particularly for pavements where it has a
detrimental visual impact.
The following images are examples of
permeable surfaces that exist within
Ravensden and act as a model for future
development to consider:
Figure 63:
Shingled driveways on Oldways Road that relate well to
their rural setting.
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Swales
Permeable surface

F.64

Rainwater harvesting/
capture

Green Roofs

Rain garden
Figure 64: Soft surfacing and informal edges on Chapel
Lane, off Oldways Road.

F.65

Figure 65: Shingle and grass combine to provide a rural
pathway providing access to cottages to the side of Hill Crest.
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Figure 66: Illustrative diagram of sustainable urban
drainage systems in a residential neighbourhood.
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SU.02 Energy efficiency and
energy generation

The following section elaborates on
energy efficient technologies that could be
incorporated in buildings and at broader
Parish design scale as principles, alongside
maximising insulation.

Use of such principles and design tools
should be encouraged in order to contribute
towards a more sustainable environment
Energy efficient or eco-design combines
all around energy efficient appliances
and lighting with commercially available
renewable energy systems, such as solar
electricity and/or solar/ water heating.

Starting from the design stage there are
strategies that can be incorporated to
include technologies such as passive
solar heating, cooling and energy efficient
landscaping which are determined by local
climate and site conditions.
Figure 67:
Examples of energy generation and low carbon features.

F.67
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Figure 68: Diagram showing low-carbon homes in both existing and new build conditions.
(Adapted from Commission on Climate Change)
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Insulation
In lofts and walls (cavity
and solid)
Double or triple glazing
with shading (e.g. tinted
window film, blinds,
curtains and trees outside)
Low- carbon heating
with heat pumps or
connections to district
heat network
Drought proofing of
floors, walls, windows and
doors
Highly energy- efficient
appliances (e.g. A++ and
A+++ rating)
Highly waste- efficient
devices with low-flow
showers and taps,
insulated tanks and hot
water thermostats
Green space (e.g.
gardens and trees) to
help reduce the risks and
impacts of flooding and
overheating
Flood resilience
and resistance with
removable air back covers,
relocated appliances
(e.g. installing washing
machines upstairs),
treated wooden floors

New build homes

A
B

C

D
E

F

H

High levels of
airtightness
More fresh air with the
mechanical ventilation and
heat recovery, and passive
cooling
Triple glazed windows
and external shading
especially on south and
west faces
Low-carbon heating and
no new homes on the gas
grid by 2030 at the latest
Water management and
cooling more ambitious
water efficiency standards,
green roofs and reflective
walls
Flood resilience and
resistance e.g. raised
electrical, concrete floors
and greening your garden
Construction and site
planning timber frames,
sustainable transport
options (such as cycling)

I

Solar panel

J

Electric car charging
point
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Cleat Hill /
Mowsbury

5

Crossroads

2

Ravensden
Park
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Oldways
Road
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Church Hill

8

Church End

3
4

SU.03. Biodiversity

- Ravensden has a rich and varied
landscape character. In addition, there
are many natural features and assets,
such as trees, woodlands, hedgerows,
verges, front and back gardens. They
all contribute to provide habitats for
biodiversity to flourish.

- Development must protect and enhance
woodlands, hedges, trees and road
verges, where possible. Natural tree
buffers should also be protected when
planning for new developments

- Development must avoid abrupt edges
to development with little vegetation or
landscape on the edge of the settlement
and, instead, aim for a comprehensive
landscape buffering
- Development should seek to achieve
biodiversity net gain and provide new
habitats and wildlife corridors

are buffered. Widths of buffer zones
should be wide enough and based on
specific ecological function

- Development should create wildlife
corridors in the surrounding countryside
by proposing new green links and
improving the existing ones. This will
enable wildlife to travel to and from
foraging areas and their dwelling areas

Graze Hill /
Wood End

Sunderland
Hill

- Sustainable drainage proposals should
be seen as an opportunity to improve
biodiversity and create wetland habitats
(see SU.01)

- Development must protect mature and
veteran trees, wide green verges and
species-rich hedgerows as they are
essential for biodiversity. Hedgerows are
a particularly good habitat for fauna and
also prevent soil erosion
- Development should show that it has
considered opportunities to incorporate
nature friendly ideas such as bird boxes,
bee bricks, bughouses, swift bricks or
ponds

F.69

- It is important to ensure existing habitats

Figure 69:
Example of a bird box in the garden.
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Provide generous front and
back gardens with sufficient
permeable surfaces to allow
for the planting of local
species of trees and shrubs.

Agricultural fields can provide
essential hedgerows and
trees and contribute to the
resilience of green networks.

VI

The use of
transitional spaces
help to protect the
countryside.
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Maintain the green
village character.

L

GE
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N

N
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UU

M

Use native species
in new planting
proposals .
F.70

Figure 70: Example of a green network that enhances biodiversity.
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1
04.10 General questions to
ask and issues to consider
when presented with a
development proposal
Because the design guidelines and codes
in this chapter cannot cover all design
eventualities, this section provides a number
of questions based on established good
practice against which the design proposal
should be evaluated. The aim is to assess
all proposals by objectively answering the
questions below. Not all the questions will
apply to every development.
The relevant ones, however, should provide
an assessment as to whether the design
proposal has taken into account the context
and provided an adequate design solution.
As a first step, there are a number of ideas
or principles that should be present in all
proposals.
These are listed under ‘General design
guidelines for new development’. Following
these ideas and principles, a number of
questions are listed for more specific topics.

General design guidelines for new development:
• Does it integrate with existing paths,
streets, circulation networks and patterns
of activity?
• Does it reinforce or enhance the
established settlement character of
streets, greens, and other spaces?

• Does it harmonise and enhance existing
settlement in terms of physical form,
architecture and land use?

• Does it relate well to local topography and
landscape features, including prominent
ridge lines and long-distance views?

• Does it reflect, respect, and reinforce local
architecture and historic distinctiveness?
• Does it retain and incorporate important
existing features into the development?

• Does it respect surrounding buildings in
terms of scale, height, form and massing?
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• Does it adopt contextually appropriate
materials and details?
• Does it provide adequate open space
for the development in terms of both
quantity and quality?

• Does it incorporate necessary services
and drainage infrastructure without
causing unacceptable harm to retained
features?
• Does it ensure all components e.g.
buildings, landscapes, access routes,
parking and open space are well
related to each other?
• Does it make sufficient provision
for sustainable waste management
(including facilities for kerbside
collection, waste separation, and
minimisation where appropriate)
without adverse impact on the street
scene, the local landscape or the
amenities of neighbours?
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(continued)

2
Street grid and layout:

• Does it positively integrate energy
efficient technologies?
• Does it ensure that places are
designed with management,
maintenance and the upkeep of
utilities in mind?

• Does it seek to implement passive
environmental design principles by,
firstly, considering how the site layout
can optimise beneficial solar gain
and reduce energy demands (e.g.
insulation), before specification of
energy efficient building services and
finally incorporate renewable energy
sources?

• Does it favour accessibility and
connectivity? If not, why?

• Do the new points of access and
street layout have regard for all
users of the development; in
particular pedestrians, cyclists
and those with disabilities?

• What are the essential characteristics
of the existing street pattern; are these
reflected in the proposal?
• How will the new design or extension
integrate with the existing street
arrangement?
• Are the new points of access
appropriate in terms of patterns
of movement?

• Do the points of access conform to
the statutory technical requirements?
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3
Local green spaces, views and character:
• What are the particular characteristics
of this area which have been taken into
account in the design; i.e. what are the
landscape qualities of the area?

• Does the proposal maintain or enhance
any identified views or views in general?

• How does the proposal affect the trees on
or adjacent to the site?
• Can trees be used to provide natural
shading from unwanted solar gain? i.e.
deciduous trees can limit solar gains in
summer, while maximising them in winter.

• Has the proposal been considered within
its wider physical context?

• Has the impact on the landscape quality of
the area been taken into account?

• How does the proposal impact on existing
views which are important to the area and
how are these views incorporated in the
design?
• Can any new views be created?

• Is there adequate amenity space for
the development?

• Does the new development respect and
enhance existing amenity space?

• Have opportunities for enhancing existing
amenity spaces been explored?
• Will any communal amenity space
be created? If so, how will this be
used by the new owners and how will
it be managed?

• Is there opportunity to increase
the local area biodiversity?
• Can green space be used for
natural flood prevention e.g.
permeable landscaping, swales
etc.?
• Can water bodies be used to
provide evaporative cooling?

• Is there space to consider a
ground source heat pump array,
either horizontal ground loop
or borehole (if excavation is
required)?

• In rural locations, has the impact of the
development on the tranquility of the area
been fully considered?
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4

5

Gateway and access features:
• What is the arrival point, how is it
designed?

• Does the proposal maintain or
enhance the existing gaps between
settlements?

• Does the proposal affect or change
the setting of a listed building or
listed landscape?

• Is the landscaping to be hard or soft?

Buildings layout and grouping
• What are the typical groupings
of buildings?

• How have the existing groupings
been reflected in the proposal?

• Are proposed groups of buildings offering
variety and texture to the townscape?
• What effect would the proposal
have on the streetscape?

• Does the proposal maintain the character
of dwelling clusters stemming from the
main road?
• Does the proposal overlook any
adjacent properties or gardens?
How is this mitigated?
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• Subject to topography and the
clustering of existing buildings, are
new buildings oriented to incorporate
passive solar design principles, with,
for example, one of the main glazed
elevations within 30° due south, whilst
also minimising overheating risk?
• Can buildings with complementary
energy profiles be clustered together
such that a communal low carbon
energy source could be used to
supply multiple buildings that might
require energy at different times of
day or night? This is to reduce peak
loads. And/or can waste heat from
one building be extracted to provide
cooling to that building as well as heat
to another building?
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6

7

Building line and boundary treatment
• What are the characteristics of the
building line?
• How has the building line been
respected in the proposals?

• Has the appropriateness of the
boundary treatments been considered
in the context of the site?

8

Building heights and roofline
• What are the characteristics of
the roofline?

• Have the proposals paid careful
attention to height, form, massing
and scale?

• If a higher than average building(s) is
proposed, what would be the reason
for making the development higher?
• Will the roof structure be capable of
supporting a photovoltaic or solar
thermal array either now, or in the
future?

• Will the inclusion of roof mounted
renewable technologies be an issue
from a visual or planning perspective?
If so, can they be screened from
view, being careful not to cause over
shading?
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Household extensions
• Does the proposed design respect the
character of the area and the immediate
neighbourhood, and does it have
an adverse impact on neighbouring
properties in relation to privacy,
overbearing or overshadowing impact?
• Is the roof form of the extension
appropriate to the original dwelling
(considering angle of pitch)?
• Do the proposed materials match
those of the existing dwelling?

• In case of side extensions, does it
retain important gaps within the street
scene and avoid a ‘terracing effect’?
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8

(continued)

9
Building materials and surface treatment

• Are there any proposed dormer roof
extensions set within the roof slope?

• Does the proposed extension respond
to the existing pattern of window and
door openings?
• Is the side extension set back from the
front of the house?

• Does the extension offer the
opportunity to retrofit energy efficiency
measures to the existing building?
• Can any materials be re-used in situ to
reduce waste and embodied carbon?

• What is the distinctive material in the
area?

• Does the proposed material harmonise
with the local materials?
• Does the proposal use high-quality
materials?

• Have the details of the windows, doors,
eaves and roof details been addressed in
the context of the overall design?

• Are recycled materials, or those with
high recycled content proposed?
• Has the embodied carbon of the
materials been considered and are
there options which can reduce the
embodied carbon of the design?
For example, wood structures and
concrete alternatives.

• Do the new proposed materials respect
or enhance the existing area or adversely
change its character?
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10
Car parking
• What parking solutions have been
considered?

• Are the car spaces located and
arranged in a way that is not dominant or
detrimental to the sense of place?
• Has planting been considered to soften
the presence of cars?
• Does the proposed car parking
compromise the amenity of adjoining
properties?

• Have the needs of wheelchair users been
considered?
• Can electric vehicle charging points be
provided?

• Can secure cycle storage be provided
at an individual building level or through
a central/ communal facility where
appropriate?

• If covered car ports or cycle storage is
included, can it incorporate roof mounted
photovoltaic panels or a biodiverse roof
in its design?

11
Architectural details and design
• If the proposal is within a Conservation
Area, how are the characteristics
reflected in the design?
• Does the proposal harmonise with the
adjacent properties?

• This means that it follows the height
massing and general proportions of
adjacent buildings and how it takes
cues from materials and other physical
characteristics.
• Does the proposal maintain or enhance
the existing landscape features?

• Has the local architectural character and
precedent been demonstrated in the
proposals?

• Is it possible to incorporate passive
environmental design features such as larger
roof overhangs, deeper window reveals
and/or external louvres/shutters to provide
shading in hotter months?

• Can the building designs utilise thermal mass
to minimise heat transfer and provide free
cooling?
• Can any external structures such as
balconies be fixed to the outside of the
building, as opposed to cantilevering
through the building fabric to reduce thermal
bridge?

• If the proposal is a contemporary
design, are the details and materials of a
sufficiently high enough quality and does
it relate specifically to the architectural
characteristics and scale of the site?
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05. DELIVERY

The Design Guidelines will
be a valuable tool in securing
context-driven, high quality
development within the parish
of Ravensden. They will be
used in different ways by
different actors in the planning
and development process, as
summarised in the table.

Actors

How They Will Use the Design Guidelines

Applicants,
developers, and
landowners

As a guide to community and Local Planning Authority expectations on design,
allowing a degree of certainty – they will be expected to follow the Guidelines as
planning consent is sought.

Local Planning
Authority

As a reference point, embedded in policy, against which to assess planning
applications.
The Design Guidelines should be discussed with applicants during any preapplication discussions.

Parish Council

As a guide when commenting on planning applications, ensuring that the
Design Guidelines are complied with.

Community
organisations

As a tool to promote community-backed development and to inform comments
on planning applications.

Statutory
consultees

As a reference point when commenting on planning applications.
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06. APPENDIX
POLICY REVIEW
The following policy review
summarises the most relevant
paragraphs in regards to
the parish in question from
the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), and the
relevant policies in the local
statutory development plan,
the Bedford Borough Local Plan
(2020).

06.1 National Planning
Policy Framework
(NPPF 2021)

Paragraph 8 requires that plans meet
economic, social and environmental
objectives in mutually supportive ways. This
involves building a strong, responsive and
competitive economy to encourage growth,
innovation and improved productivity.
To support strong, vibrant and healthy
communities, plans should foster accessible
services and open spaces. Plans should also
contribute to protecting and enhancing the
natural, built and historic environment.
Paragraph 11 sets out that plans
should apply a presumption in favour of
sustainable development. Plans should seek
opportunities to meet development needs
and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid
change.
Paragraph 68 encourages the use of small
and medium sized sites to meet the housing
requirements of an area.
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Paragraph 69 adds that neighbourhood
planning groups should consider the
opportunities for allocating small and
medium-sized suitable to accommodate
housing in their area.

Paragraph 81 requires that plans create the
conditions for businesses to invest, expand
and adapt. Significant weight should be
placed on the need to support economic
growth and productivity, accounting for the
needs of local businesses and opportunities
for further development. This should
support communities in building on their
strengths, countering weaknesses and
addressing future challenges.

Paragraph 82 requires plans to set out a
clear economic vision and strategy which
positively and proactively encourages
sustainable economic growth. Policies
should encourage economic development
and regeneration. Plans should also
identify strategic sites for local and inward
investment. They should also seek to
address any potential barriers to investment,
AECOM
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including inadequate infrastructure, services
or housing, or a poor environment. Policies
should be flexible in order to accommodate
needs not anticipated in the plan, allow
for new and flexible working practices and
enable a rapid response to any changes in
economic circumstances.
Paragraph 92 stipulates that plans aim
to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe
places which foster social interaction
through mixed-use developments, strong
neighbourhood centres and street layouts
that allow for easy pedestrian and cycle
connections. Pedestrian routes should be
clear and legible, and public space should
encourage the active and continual use of
public areas. Plans should support healthy
lifestyles by providing safe and accessible
green infrastructure, local shops and layouts
which encourage walking and cycling.
Paragraph 93 adds that plans should
encourage the provision and use of shared
spaces, community facilities and other
local services to enhance the sustainability

of communities. They should prevent the
unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, while ensuring that established
shops, facilities and services are able to
develop and modernise.
Paragraph 98 encourages plans to use
opportunities for new provision of open
space, sport and recreation facilities as
these are important for the health and
wellbeing of communities.

Paragraph 125 adds that the Government
encourages the use of area-based character
assessments, design guides and codes
and masterplans which can be used to help
ensure that land is used efficiently while also
creating beautiful and sustainable places.
Paragraph 126 sets out that high quality,
beautiful and sustainable buildings and
places is fundamental to the approach to
planning and development.
Paragraph 127 sets out that plans
should set out a clear design vision and
expectations, so that applicants have as
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much certainty as possible about what
is required. Design policies should be
developed with local communities, so they
reflect local aspirations, and are grounded
in an understanding and evaluation of
each area’s defining characteristics.
Neighbourhood plans play an important role
in identifying the special qualities of an area
and explaining how this should be reflected
in development.
Paragraph 128 supports the preparation of
design guides and design codes as visual
tools to provide maximum clarity about
design expectations. These should set out
a framework for creating distinctive places,
with a consistent and high-quality standard
of design. These design guides and codes
should be consistent with the principles
set out in the National Design Guide
and National Model Design Guide. Their
geographic coverage, level of detail and
degree of prescription should be tailored
to the circumstances and scale of change
in each place, and should allow a suitable
degree of variety.
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Paragraph 129 adds that design guides
and codes can be prepared at an area-wide,
neighbourhood or site specific scale, and
to carry weight in decision-making should
be produced either as part of a plan or
as supplementary planning documents.
Whoever prepares them, all guides and
codes should be based on effective
community engagement and reflect local
aspirations for the development of their
area, taking into account the guidance
contained in the National Design Guide and
the National Model Design Code.

06.2 Bedford Borough
Local Plan 2030
(adopted in 2020)

The Bedford Local Plan was adopted in
January 2020. A summary of particularly
relevant requirements is structured below by
specific policy. The Local Plan should also
be consulted in full, including the supporting
text as well as policies:

Policy 2S – Healthy Communities requires a
Health Impact Assessment for all residential
sites of 50 homes or more. Developments
should promote health, safety and active
living for all groups and encourage physically
active lifestyles Developments should
recognise, safeguard and encourage the
role of allotments and garden plots in
providing access to healthy, affordable
locally produced food options.

Paragraph 130 adds that the design of
developments should establish a strong
sense of place, using the arrangement of
streets and spaces to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live,
work and visit. Plans should optimise the
potential of a site to accommodate an
appropriate amount and mix of development,
including green and other public space, and Policy 3S – Spatial Strategy encourages
safeguarding the intrinsic character of the
support local facilities.
countryside and delivering the majority of
rural growth through Neighbourhood Plans.
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Policy 5S - Development in villages with a
Settlement Policy Area - Ravensden Church
End is designated a Settlement Policy Area.
In this area, development or redevelopment
will be acceptable in principle provided it is
consistent with the other principles of the
development plan.

Policy 6 - Development in Small
Settlements - Ravensden crossroads is
defined as a Small Settlement. Development
will be supported where the proposal
contributes positively to the character of the
settlement and is commensurate with its
structure, form, character and size.
Policy 7S – Development in the countryside
– Development outside defined Settlement
Policy Area and the built form of Small
Settlements will be permitted if it is
appropriate in the countryside. This includes
reuse of rural buildings, replacement and
extension of dwellings, affordable housing,
accommodation for rural workers and any
proposals made through Neighbourhood
Development Plans. All development in the
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countryside must recognise the intrinsic
character and beauty of the countryside.
Policy 24 – Land at Grazehill, Bedford
Key principles for development:

i. A design code to be agreed with the local
planning authority as part of the application
process.
ii. Provision of a range of housing types and
sizes.
iii. Provision of a footpath and pedestrian
crossing on B660 Bedford Road to provide
safe access to bus stops.

iv. Provision of footpath and cycle links to
integrate with neighbouring development at
Woodlands Park.

v. Transport assessment detailing impact on
highways network and mitigation measures.
vi. Consideration of impacts on historic
environment to minimise harm and inclusion
of mitigation measures where necessary.
vii. Site specific flood risk assessment

to determine effects of development on
adjacent flood plain and any mitigation
measures required.

viii. Provision of an extension to the north of
Brickhill Country Park.
ix. Buffer planting and landscaping to
assimilate the development into the
surrounding landscape.

x. A site specific flood risk assessment will
be required to determine the potential area
of the site. New development will be steered
towards areas at least risk of flooding.
Policy 28S – Place making requires
that development contributes to good
place-making, with high quality design, a
positive relationship with the surrounding
area, provision of green infrastructure,
enhancement of landscape and avoidance
of impacts on biodiversity.
Policy 29 – Design quality and principles
adds that development should respect its
context and enhance local distinctiveness,
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have particular regard to the environment
and biodiversity within it, promote
accessibility and permeability, promote a
sense of place by including streets, squares
and public spaces with clearly defined
private and public amenity spaces and
integrate functional needs such as car and
cycle parking.

Policy 30 – The impact of development –
design impacts sets out that development
should consider its relationship to its
context, both the townscape and landscape
qualities of the area, the quality of its scale,
density, massing, height, materials and
layout, and how buildings interact with public
spaces.

Policy 31 – The impact of development –
access impacts adds that development
should not have any significant adverse
impacts on access to the public highway,
considering highway capacity and parking
provision alongside the extent to which there
is sufficient provision for public transport,
cyclists and pedestrians.
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Policy 32 – The impact of development –
disturbance and pollution impacts requires
that development takes account of any
impacts on locally, nationally and internally
important habitats and mitigates adverse
impacts.

Policy 35S – Green Infrastructure
requires that the Borough’s existing green
infrastructure is protected, enhanced and
managed. Development should provide a net
gain in green infrastructure, while seeking to
provide a high quality multi-functional green
infrastructure network.
Policy 39 – Retention of trees sets out that
development applications shall provide
details as to how they will retain trees and
record existing trees on or immediately
adjacent to the development site. The
supporting text in Para. 8.39 requires that
where trees are proposed to be removed,
it should be demonstrated in the planning
application the reasons for the removal and
any proposals for replacement trees.

Policy 40 – requires that hedgerows should
be retained unless there are overriding
benefits justifying their removal.

Policy 42S – Protecting biodiversity and
geodiversity requires that developments
take account of any adverse impacts on
locally important sites, species and habitats.

Policy 43 – Enhancing biodiversity adds
that development should provide a net gain
in biodiversity through enhancing existing
features on site, creating additional habitats
on site and linking existing habitats to create
ecological networks.

Policy 53 – Development layout and
accessibility requires that development
takes available opportunities to integrate
the principles of sustainable design into
its layout. There should be convenient
access to local services by foot, cycle and
public transport, use of design, layout and
orientation to maximise ventilation, cooling
and solar gain, and the incorporation of
landscaping and open spaces, including tree
planting.
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Policy 58S – Affordable Housing requires
provision of 30% affordable housing
with 78% of those dwellings as social
or affordable rented properties and the
remaining 22% as other forms of affordable
housing on sites of 10 or more residential
units or 0.5 hectares or more.

Policy 59S – Housing mix sets out that
developments will be expected to provide a
mix of dwelling size and type. On sites of 3
or more dwellings 49% of all new residential
development should meet Category 2
(Accessible and Adaptable dwellings) of
approved Document M; Volume 1, and on
sites of 20 or more dwellings a minimum
of 5% of all market housing and 7% of
affordable housing should meet Category 3
requirements.

Policy 87 – Public transport requires that
new developments provide connections to
the public transport network. Every dwelling
should usually be within 400 metres walking
distance of a bus stop.
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